The Challenge – No one organisation can deliver future Mission Data requirements alone; Government, Industry and Academia must all collaborate to meet this challenge to ensure an operational and information advantage. Collaboration will thrive under an aligned vision, shared values and robust governance. A flexible, sustainable and long-term commercial framework is the vehicle for making this happen.

Supplier Community – Mission Data requirements will change in an ever-evolving digital landscape. Future collaboration must ensure the ‘best athlete’ prevails with increased use of innovative and agile Small-Medium Enterprises (SME). A trusted industry interface such as the Pegasus Community can jointly manage the supplier community with the Ministry of Defence to ensure that:
- Vision and values are maintained
- Fairness of competition - the best athlete prevails
- Suppliers are qualified and compliant to deliver in this space.

Sustainable Behaviours – Collaboration should be seen as a long-term investment and an enabler for Information Advantage and national prosperity. Sustainable collaborative behaviours, as laid out in ISO 44001, should be adopted and practiced. Flexibility and supply chain ubiquity must prevail with ‘prime’ or monopolising behaviours eradicated.

Commercial Viability – The reality of collaborating to meet future Mission Data challenges means a viable commercial framework needs to be established. A trusted and respected industry interface, emulating sustainable behaviours, will be able to draw on their broad commercial experiences to provide viable solutions and make true collaboration a success.